Abstract
Introduction
Simulation of deformable objects has been widely studied in the past decades. Haptic interaction with deformable objects is however a more recent field of research, the first results dating back to the mid 90's. As of today no solution has been accepted as a standard and many open problems still exist.
Finding the right trade-off between the level of precision allowed by a specific simulation technique and its speed has been the main challenge in creating realistic haptic interaction with deformable objects. High precision techniques, such as those based on the FEM, tend to be very slow, strongly limiting the haptic interaction servo-rates and compromising the device's stability. Simpler techniques, such as spring and masses, are typically not feasible for applications where a high level of realism is necessary, such as surgical training.
Stable haptic interaction has been widely studied in the last decade. The first efforts in this direction have dealt with simple rigid objects, such as the virtual wall [15, 6, 10] . While these results are not directly applicable to complex virtual environments, such as the ones considered hereafter, they have given great insight on how haptic devices work. In [6] Colgate has shown the existence of a link between servo-rates used to control a haptic device and the range of impedance that the device can display in a stable manner (Z−width of the device). Higher servo rates are needed in the case of stiffer objects while lower servo-rates can be used in the case of more complaint objects. As a consequence of this it is common practice to drive haptic devices at rates of at least 1KHz.
Various solutions have been proposed in order to obtain stable haptic interaction with slowly simulated deformable objects. All of such solutions are based on finding ways to simplify existing high precision techniques to a level that allows for haptic rates (≤ 1KHz) while not strongly limiting their level of precision.
Burdea et al. [9] as well as Hayward et al. [2] and Zhuang et al. [21] all propose simulating deformable objects using different meshes updated at different frequencies. This allows for local speed and precision.
Pre-computation has also been employed by various authors. James et al. [11] and Cotin et al. [19] propose various ways to compute interaction forces using offline precomputed functions.
The drawback of all the solutions above is that haptic rendering algorithms and simulation techniques become inter-dependant. In general it is not possible to use the same haptic rendering algorithms with different simulation techniques. Solutions that are independent from the particular simulation technique used have also been proposed in the past.
Bosdogan et al. [5] as well as Ruspini et al. [17] compute forces proportional to the penetration depth of the virtual probe controlled by the user with respect to the surface of the deformable object at rest. As a consequence the haptic loop is performed on a rigid representation of the deformable object and therefore can run at high servo rates.
Mazzella et al. [8] propose a data structure, called the Forcegrid, which is updated every 30Hz using an extrapolation algorithm that keeps track of all past interaction forces with the deformable object. In order to drive a haptic device at high servo-rates an algorithm performing interpolation of past forces is used.
The drawback of all of the solutions above is that they do not allow multiple users interacting with a same object to feel each other's influence. To better explain this point let us consider an example of two users touching a balloon filled with water in different points. Each user globally deforms the object. As a consequence of such global deformations each users is able to feel the other user's influence. Clearly this is not possible if interaction forces are pre-computed, based on past force values or based on a rigid shell of the object (see for instance Fig. 1 from [17] ).
In this paper we propose a haptic rendering algorithm that is independent from the particular simulation technique used and allows a real multi-user interaction. The solution proposed is based on the concept of local model [1, 13, 3] adapted to the case of deformable objects. This paper extends the results presented in [7] to more complex local models.
Local models with deformable objects
One common practice that allows for high servo-rates while interacting with slowly simulated virtual environments is to decouple the haptic loop from the graphics and simulation loops. Various techniques have been proposed in the past in order to accomplish this [1, 13, 3] . The basic idea behind all of these solutions is to use a simple implicit function that approximates, to a good extent, a small part of the object being touched. More specifically such intermediate representation, or local model, represents the part of the object which is closest to the current position of the haptic device. Figure 2 gives an idea of this simple concept. Such model can be computed in the slow simulation loop without the user noticing discontinuities, since the frequency of the human hand movement is typically lower than the simulation frequency. Haptic rendering algorithms, such as the proxy or god-object [17, 22] , can run at high rates thanks to the simplicity of the implicit surfaces involved.
Extending the local model technique to the case of deformable objects would have various advantages. It would allow us to decouple haptic loop from a slowly simulated deformable object simulation thus widening the Z−width of the device. Furthermore it would create a haptic rendering algorithm totally independent from the simulation technique used. Such an extension is however non-trivial in the case of a multi-user scenario.
In order for different users to feel each others' influence while touching a deformable object a local model computed using the current surface representation of the object should be used. By doing so, any global deformation on the object (due to any user) can be felt by all other users. This however complicates the overall stability of the system. Computing a local model for rigid objects (or for "soft rigid objects") can be seen as an "open loop" problem. Given a new probe position inside the VE, a new local model can be computed solely based on geometric considerations. The same does not apply to deformable objects. The local model position depends on the state of the object's surface. This state, on the other hand, depends on the interaction force between user and virtual object, i.e. on the local model position. Hence a closed loop is created. Such closed loop can become unstable, as discussed in the following, thus driving both the VE and the haptic interface in a vibrating state that completely destroys any sense of realism. In order to avoid these problems a "smarter" local model, one not solely based on geometrical considerations, must be defined.
Mathematical description of the problem
The closed loop mentioned above can be rigorously described. Consider the simple case of a one-dimensional deformable object, i.e. a spring, used in conjunction with different types of local models. We will analyze this in a multirate system framework.
Typically simulations comprising both deformable objects and haptic interfaces feature two separate loops. The haptic loop is a process that reads the new position of the haptic interface while it's being moved by the human operator, computes the new interaction force with the VE and writes such force to the haptic interface. Such process runs at high servo rates (e.g. 1KHz), as previously described, in order for the Z−width that device can display to be maximized. The simulation loop is a process that computes how the interaction force between haptic interface and VE influences the deformable object surface. Such process is usually slow due to the complexity of the simulated environment (e.g. 20Hz). For simplicity such loops are considered synchronized. The simulation engine receives data from the haptic interface every N T secs and responds to such data every N T secs while the haptic loop runs every T secs. The overall structure of such loops is depicted in Fig. 3 where the N -fold decimator f (pN ), being p an integer number, of the high rate signal f (k ) and the N -fold expander
have been used to model the multirate system consisting of two synchronized dynamics, the VE simulation engine running at low rate 2π T (20Hz) and the local model which is N times faster 2π NT (1KHz). Since we are considering a single dimensional case, the position of the local model, and of the proxy used on it, are coincident with the free end of the object (see Fig. 4 ), and are thus computed 20 times per second. As a first approximation let us suppose that the local model is based on a simple spring, i.e. there is always a purely elastic element between proxy and HI positions. Thus given a new HI position x h every T secs, the corresponding interaction force to the user is given by K h (x h − x o ), where K h denotes the local model stiffness. Such force is then sampled, every N T secs, by the simulation block, which returns a new deformable object surface position x o , and thus a new local model position, after N T secs. We assume the deformable object to have local stiffness K o . It is important to note that the deformable object surface position used to compute the interaction force that is fed to the HI is constant for periods of N T seconds, i.e. the local model positionx o at a given step k is given bȳ
where a denotes the integer part function. This type of behavior is often referred to as a sawtooth delay, and has been studied for instance for internet-based teleoperation [4, 16] . While the time domain formulation of the problem makes it easier to analyze the system, the study of the system stability is better approached by employing Ztransforms. Note that in the following we will consider the stability of the simulation and haptic loop as independent from each other. While this is not sufficient to ensure overall stability of the haptic interaction it is a necessary condition. Experimental data supports the results presented in the following. Work is currently being performed to analyze the overall system stability.
Let L(z) be the discrete transfer function representing the Local Model force algorithm, and D(z) the discrete transfer function representing the deformable object surface algorithm. The multiple rates in the system (L(z) refers to a period of T seconds while D(z) to a period of N T seconds) and the sawtooth delay make the stability analysis not obvious.
It can be shown that the sawtooth delay is equivalent to the combination of a pure N T delay before the expander in Fig. 3 and a discrete-time zero-order hold whose impulse response is
after the expander, i.e. with sampling period T as reported in Fig. 5 . As a consequence of this and of the assumption that the two loops are synchronized the stability analysis for the simulation loop becomes simpler. In the case of L(z) = K h (as depicted in Fig. 4 ), i.e. when the haptic interaction with local model is modeled as a simple stiffness K h , it is an easy matter to verify that the input-output relationship between the slow-rate signals u(k) and y(k) in Fig. 5 is given by
which is then scaled by −K h and finally decimated as
This yields to substitute in Fig. 5 , the block sequence from u(k) to y(k) with a simple gain −K h as shown in Fig. 6 . Therefore, it has been shown that for a linear elastic model of the deformable object, the virtual environment simulation loop analysis reduces to study the simple control loop at the lower rate ω = Figure 6 . The virtual environment simulation loop reduces to a simple N T -sampled control loop.
Problems with this approach
Simply picking K h and K o to satisfy relationship 4 in order to obtain a stable behavior for the deformable object is not enough to ensure a realistic haptic experience. Stability is in fact only one aspect of a satisfactory system response. In the following we will closely examine both transient and steady state response for our system as well as the trade-offs between such behaviors.
Transient response
Factors characterizing the transient response of a dynamic system, such as settling time and overshoot, play a key role in the case of realistic haptic interaction. In reality in fact a purely elastic deformable object will assume a new surface configuration instantaneously and without vibrating. In our case, however, this might not always be true and certain sets of parameters might lead to noticeable oscillations (see Fig. 8 ). Considering the transfer function (2.1), it appears obvious that settling time (and overshoot) grows with K h Ko and thus, to limit such effect, it should be K o K h whenever possible.
Steady state response
Factors characterizing the steady state response of our system are equally important in order to obtain an overall sense of realism. In general the stiffness perceived at steady state by the user, calculated as the steady state force divided by the deformable object surface position change, is always equal to K o . However, due to the nature of impedance devices [20] , a position error, defined as the distance between proxy and haptic device position, is always present. While such error may go unnoticed at times due to the limitations of the human position system, certain thresholds exists above which the sense of realism is lost.
Such error is equivalent, in our specific case, to the steady state tracking error for a step input applied to sys- tem (2.1), which is equal tō
In order to limit the extent of such error to be under the human position system perception threshold, it should be K o K h . This would however drive the system to instability and thus K h should be chosen to be the closest possible to K o .
Trade-off between steady state and transient response
A tradeoff between transient and steady state response exists, as mentioned above and has been tested experimentally. In the case of K o K h , depicted in Fig. (7) where K o = 9K h , the system response has virtually null settling time but the steady state error is very large since the surface moves only 1cm for a physical movement of the haptic device equal to 10 centimeters.
In the case of K o K h , depicted in Fig. (8) where K h = 0.19 and K o = 0.2, the system response has a settling time of about 2 seconds and it is thus clearly perceived as an oscillatory effect. The steady state distance between proxy and phantom position is however better, being equal to 25mm for a surface deformation of 12mm.
A solution for steady state impedance: using an Integral term
The main problem with the a purely elastic local model is that the extent the haptic device must penetrate inside the object, in order to obtain a non-oscillatory force feedback, cannot be set. In order to solve this problem a new local model, enhanced with an integral term in parallel to the proportional term used before, has been implemented. A similar idea has been proposed and implemented by T. Massie in [14] for the case of rigid virtual walls.
Considering Fig. 5 , let us consider the Z−transform of the local model to be
where coefficient I weighs the integral action of the local model. Recall that both the proportional term K h and the discrete integrator term respect to the local model. However the integral term integrates such error through time eliminating it, i.e. reducing the distance between proxy and haptic device position. This is accomplished through a dual effect: on one side the force fed back to the user by the haptic device grows, pushing the user's hand towards the proxy position; on the other side a larger force is fed to the deformable object algorithm and thus tends to further indent the simulated surface, i.e. move proxy and hand position closer to each other.
Clearly the stability condition (4) will not hold true any longer since the discrete transfer function describing the local model is no longer a simple proportional term. As for the simple proportional local model, it is possible to obtain a closed loop transfer function representing the simulation loop by computing the impulse response of the block sequence from u(k) to y(k) (see Fig. 6 ). In this case we obtain open and closed loop transfer function of the N Tsampled system as
and
In order to study how the stability of the simulation loop depends on the parameters K o , K h and I Jury's method has been applied [12] . In order for the simulation loop to be stable the following conditions must hold
keeping in mind that K o > 0, K h > 0 and I > 0. These relationships lead to a stability area for parameters K h and IN T for a given K o , as the one depicted in Fig. 10 . Picking K h and I inside such area will lead to an asymptotically stable behavior for the simulation loop, unstable otherwise. It is important to note that such area has the same shape for different values of K o . Larger values of K o imply areas scaled upward. A stability volume as the one depicted in Fig. 11 can be defined 1 . Interestingly the simulation loop tends to have larger slices for higher values of K o , i.e. it is easier to stabilize it when dealing with stiffer objects. This is an unexpected result in a way since typically HIs are unstable when simulating very stiff objects. The scalability of such areas is a consequence of the fact that in (7), G(z) can be expressed with K h and I normalized with respect to K o . This is a very important note because it shows that picking 1 Note that only some slices of the solid are shown to better give the idea of the volume It is also important to note that while for the stability analysis we must consider the integral term to be Similar results can be obtained when using a continuous order hold instead of a zero order hold. In such case the surface of the object does not jump to its new position every N T seconds but linearly moves between successive positions. However an extra delay is introduced. While this does not compromise the simulation loop stability it may be noticeable in the case of large values of N T . Such analysis is not reported due to limited space.
Some notes on PI local models
While in theory the scheme proposed above perfectly accomplishes the proposed goals, in practice some changes must be made in order to adapt it to the real case of haptic interaction.
In order to prevent the surface of the deformable object to feel unrealistically active the feedback force to the user should be null when the user is not in contact with the object, i.e. when the proxy and haptic device position coincide. As Thomas Massie pointed out in his paper, however, this should not happen instantaneously when pulling out of the object but should be a somewhat linear process. One possible approach that has been successfully tested is based on driving the integral term to zero linearly over a a-priori fixed time interval. If such interval is picked to be comparable to N T the visual delay introduced by this solution will not be noticeable. Moreover the object surface will not pop up to its original configuration but will do so in a more gradual way. Typical time intervals can be small multiples of N T . Longer periods introduce higher delays on the surface movement but lead to a nicer more gradual force feedback effect.
As a consequence of this the proxy position should never reach the current haptic device position, i.e. the integral term should not completely erase the distance between such points. In such case, in fact, the force would drop down to zero and the object would move back to its original configuration. In order to avoid this, the error fed to the integral block should not be e = x proxy − x haptic but a smaller quantity. Feeding the I term with e − θ, where θ is given by θ = 0 if e < 0, i.e. no contact θ if e > 0, i.e. when there is contact (10) andθ is the maximum error between proxy and device position that we decide to tolerate at steady-state, accomplishes such effect. The side effect of using a threshold is that a steady state error will always be present. However the extent of such error is always controllable and can be made very small. In the end every force will be affected, at steady state, by a small offset error, which is an acceptable compromise on the overall performances of the system.
In practice a variable threshold θ has been used. More specifically θ can be made dependant on the HI device penetration speed, i.e.ė =ẋ o −ẋ h , or/and on the current total value of the integral term. In the current implementation θ is given by (11) hence θ is zero when there is no contact with the object; it grows linearly when penetrating the object up to a certain limit and then is fixed to such limit; it is set to different values when entering an object and when exiting an object. The value of θ should be linearly growing to its set valuē θ 2 while penetrating the object because otherwise the integral term would not be active for penetrations smaller than θ 2 . Moreover it is very useful to have different values of θ depending on the penetration speed and sign. In fact it is usually desirable to have small thresholds while penetrating an object, in order to limit the steady state force offset, and large thresholds while exiting the object, in order to limit the cases when the penetration error drops to zero and the surface is brought back to its original configuration.
Local model algorithm
The algorithm we have used in conjunction with slowly simulated deformable objects can be roughly described as in the following:
Algorithm:
Step 1 the local model is calculated inside the slow simulation loop using the current surface configuration of the deformable object, as if it was static, as well as the current haptic interface position; the algorithm proposed in [3] is currently being employed.
Step 2 K h and I are chosen inside the volume described in Fig. 11 . Note that such parameters can always be chosen in a robust way so that stability is not lost for errors on K o .
Step 3 the force that the local model returns to deformable object simulation, for it to compute its next configuration, is evaluated as an weighted average function of the N forces returned by the local model to the haptic device inside an N T period.
Conclusions
This paper describes new techniques allowing users to haptically interact with a set of deformable slowlysimulated objects. In particular the paper analyzes possible causes of instability that are specific to the case of deformable objects. The techniques proposed in this paper are based on the concepts of local model for haptic interaction previously introduced by various researchers, which are adapted for the particular case of deformable objects. Experimental results featuring a simple one-dimensional scenario are reported.
Future work will focus on obtaining more general stability conditions for the overall system, i.e. considering both haptic and simulation loop together. Moreover the proposed stability conditions will be extended to the case of more complex VE.
